SHOPPING ON SKIS
Arc 1950 Le Village is the place to go shopping in
Les Arcs. After passing over the Village on the fabulous
high-speed Pré St Esprit chairlift with its heated
seats, you are bound to want to come down and
visit the Village and its main street. Transformed into
a ski run, it winds through the residences with
their coloured facades and the pretty boutiques,
the pubs, tea rooms and varied restaurants. The
30 retailers in the Village are there to welcome you
every day for some shopping on skis. You can almost go into the shops without taking your skis off:
a unique experience!
For non-skiers staying in the neighbouring Les Arcs
villages, everything has been organised to make
it easy to get to the Village. The inter-resort buses
(for Arc 1600 and Arc 1800) and the Cabriolet (for
Arc 2000) offer free and direct access.

6. Shopping

Shopping at your ski tips

A fridge garnished on your arrival

As well as the fun of going shopping on your skis or

An elegant supermarket proposes all you will need

snowboard, our retailers will welcome you to their

during your holiday: a meat counter and a deli

cosy, upmarket boutiques. They offer prestigious

counter, rotisserie food, a prepared dish of the day,

brands and unique items so you can stand out on

currency exchange and a newsagent service. You

the slopes or even in town. From technical skiwear

can even ask for your shopping to be delivered to

to refined urban clothing and holiday souvenirs,

your apartment.

you will always find something you like. Choose from
brands like Bogner, Fusalp, Napapijri, Sportalm, Toni
Sailer, Castelbajac, Rossignol, Arc’Teryx, Descente
and many others …

A culinary world tour
Through their diversity, our restaurants take you on
a world tour without ever leaving the Village, with
homemade products, Italian, Savoyard and Irish
specialities, steak houses, gastronomic cuisine and
even seafood!
You will be spoiled for choice, so it just remains for
us to wish you “Bon Appétit”!
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Shopping in the footsteps of the stars.
Lined with piste markers that are each
dedicated to a film star, the ski slope that runs

Fast food? Yes, but the quality version!
For those in a hurry or anyone who wants to spend

through the Village is also a fantastic
shopping street. The lovely boutiques on either

every second on the slopes, some of our restaurants

side of the “Slope of Fame” will remind you

offer a fast food service. You can choose between

that, in Arc 1950, you are the star !

hamburgers and chips on a terrace, mountain-style
sandwiches or even the deli counter at the Village
supermarket! In the springtime, the Arc 1950 market
will be back in its quarters under the clock tower.
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